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1. Introduction
An important issue that is part of the scientific field of machine op-

eration is technical diagnostics, which consists in assessing the techni-
cal condition of a machine without disassembling it [9, 25]. For this 
purpose, most often working and/or accompanying processes during 
the operation of a technical object are used for testing [9, 30, 35]. This 
type of approach to condition monitoring is particularly used during 
the operation of various types of road vehicles [29, 32], rail vehicles 
[11, 26], aircrafts [2, 31] and industrial machinery [6, 18]. Technical 
components that are particularly susceptible to damage are rotating el-
ements (e.g. bearings, gears, rotors, shafts, etc.). These systems or ele-
ments are often exposed to high loads and unfavorable working condi-
tions. In order not to lead to a bad technical condition of the object, 
their work should be monitored in real time during the operation.

The concept of self-diagnosing vehicles, especially in the automo-
tive industry, is particularly prominent. The origin of OBD systems 
dates back to the 1970s and 1980s [24]. The essence of OBD sys-
tems is the rapid diagnosis of malfunctions that have an adverse effect 
on the environment. However, the notion of diagnostics may refer to 
many other factors affecting the technical condition of a vehicle from 
a broader point of view, i.e. comfort and safety of driving or predic-
tion of repair costs. In the last dozen or so years, the development of 
this area has been accelerated, and the biggest car corporations outdo 
each other in terms of developing innovative solutions. The use of 

various types of sensors (e.g. pressure, temperature, vibrations, etc.), 
actuators and filters in mechanical systems (e.g. fuel injection, ex-
haust gas cleaning, etc.), and, most of all, electrical and electronic 
systems in modern vehicles is not surprising as regards technical con-
dition monitoring and emission testing [17]. One of the many exam-
ples of on-board diagnostic systems is the use of noise emissivity to 
monitor the condition of air-conditioner blower operation using the 
artificial neural network technique [39]. Another example is the use 
of pressure change signal as a diagnostic parameter to monitor ve-
hicle tires [32]. The research led to the development of a low cost 
piezoresistive sensing method based on smart pressure sensor which 
achieves greater accuracy due to its built-in temperature compensa-
tion, filtering and self-calibration capabilities. A recent example of 
an on-board diagnostic system is a proposal for a tool to monitor the 
performance of battery systems in electric vehicles (vehicles that are 
becoming increasingly popular these days) [42]. The system is based 
on big data statistical methods (machine learning algorithms) using 
the changes of cell terminal voltages in a battery pack as the main 
diagnostic parameter. In addition to monitoring vehicle performance, 
research is also being carried out to analyze driver behavior as one 
of the main sources of danger on the roads and also the main culprit 
for some vehicle damage and malfunctions, which may result from 
improper use and driving style [4]. In conclusion, it is worth noting 
that the common part of most of the above-mentioned research and 
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analysis is the use of machine learning algorithms as an effective tool 
of artificial intelligence in the development of various types of on-
board diagnostic systems. Another example of adaptation of machine 
learning algorithm to the kind and type of malfunction of the throttle 
control subsystem in a car is the research described in the [29]. On the 
other hand, the paper [37] presents an extensive literature analysis on 
the use of artificial intelligence in the diagnostics of various systems/
assemblies in a vehicle.

This paper presents a modern approach to monitoring the perform-
ance of drive shaft bearings in a road vehicle. Vibration accelerations 
of a drive shaft bearing in good and bad technical condition were 
measured. The analyses involved various time domain features of vi-
bration signal over several frequency ranges. Thus, the vibration sig-
nal was used as the main diagnostic parameter, using machine learn-
ing to develop a new algorithm for diagnosing drive shaft bearings 
as part of a comprehensive car self-diagnostic system (CSDS). The 
system is ultimately intended to complement OBD-type systems with 
information related to predicting operating costs. Permissible and lim-
iting values of the selected diagnostic parameter have been indicated. 
Additionally, the regression model of the diagnostic parameter as a 
function of the driving speed has been developed, validated and sta-
tistically verified. 

2. Related works and other methods  
The chapter presents selected methods and tools using the vibration 

signal as the main diagnostic parameter for monitoring the technical 
condition of machinery, especially vehicles. In addition, the authors 
have particularly focused on the description of methods for diagnos-
tics of bearings as an element particularly susceptible to wear.

The paper [35] presents combustion engine valve clearance diag-
nostics based on vibration signals using machine learning algorithms. 
Vibration signals were obtained from a triaxial vibration acceleration 
transducers located on the engine head. The obtained time waveforms 
of vibration signals were parameterized for the engine working under 
different loads, with different rotational speeds and valve clearances. 
A similar approach using the improved variational mode decomposi-
tion (VMD) and bispectrum algorithm to analyze the vibration signal 
is described in the work [5]. The concept of vibration-based diagnos-
tics of internal combustion engines is addressed in work [34]. The 
most important conclusion of the mentioned works is that it is possi-
ble to effectively use vibration signal analysis to evaluate valve clear-
ance in a vehicle internal combustion engine.

Another approach representing the study of vibration signal for 
detecting sources of excitations in internal combustion engine is the 
paper [41]. The response signals caused by different excitations are 
coupled in the time and frequency domains. From the analyzed re-
sults, excitations that play a major role in the vibration signal in the 
context of different phases of engine operation have been identified. 
This is very useful information for monitoring the correct technical 
operation of an internal combustion engine. Another approach is pre-
sented in [7], where fault detection of diesel engine using vibration 
signal processing by combining rule-based algorithm and Bayesian 
networks (BNs) and Back Propagation neural networks (BPNNs) is 
proposed. The results of the research show the fault diagnosis method 
has a good diagnostic performance for a wide range of rotation speeds 
when the training data for BNs and BPNNs are from fixed speeds.  

The paper [33] presents the possibility of diagnosing the upper sus-
pension mount of a passenger car based on STFT vibration analysis. 
The evaluation of the condition is performed from the vehicle position 
at strictly defined EUSAMA test forces. The developed model allows 
to estimate the clearance in the mount.  

The last example of research where not only vibration signal but 
mainly acoustic signal was used for machine diagnostics is the work 
[18]. The processing of vibroacoustic signals was based on the de-
composition into several narrow-band spectral components applying 
different filter bank methods such as empirical mode decomposition, 

wavelet packet transform and Fourier-based filtering. Then, authors 
(based on selected measures) estimate the mutual statistical depend-
ence between each component of signal and make the classification of 
various machine faults. As a result, the methodology is a promising al-
gorithm to implement in condition monitoring of rotating machinery, 
even using measurements with low signal-to-noise ratio (for example 
acoustic signal).

Considering the above, the vibroacoustic signal is a very good car-
rier of machine diagnostic information. It is particularly useful for 
monitoring the technical condition of bearings, which is confirmed 
by studies [13, 15, 19, 21, 23, 40]. Analyses of the vibration signal in 
the frequency domain (e.g., determining the frequencies of character-
istic failures of rolling bearing components [13, 21]) are an effective 
way to detect bearing malfunctions without disassembly. Fourier and 
Hilbert transforms [21, 40], wavelet transforms [15], and statistical 
tools in the form of various metrics (e.g., kurtosis, RMS, crest factor, 
etc.) [19, 23, 38] used in signal decomposition are also known ways 
to detect rotating element anomalies. The use of decision trees for 
rolling element bearing diagnostics based on time domain features 
of vibration signal is also frequently used. This topic is discussed in 
the works [1, 3, 22, 36]. The obtained results allow effective and fast 
technical condition diagnosis, but they are not verified in the condi-
tions of real car operation. 

Based on the selected literature analysis, the approach to monitor-
ing the technical condition of road vehicle drive shaft bearings via 
vibration signal analysis was found to be very valid. An important 
aspect is the possibility to incorporate the low-cost method as one 
of many components of a comprehensive car self-diagnostic system 
(CSDS). The idea of diagnosing the technical condition of the vehicle 
from the position of the vehicle based on vibrations is also known in 
rail vehicles and presented, for example, in the works [12, 14, 27].

3. Research methodology

3.1. Main concept of the experimental measurements
The main research assumption was to perform vibration measure-

ments of a drive shaft in a road vehicle, based on the assumptions of 
an active-passive experiment [9] (Figure 1). In the presented experi-
ment, a qualitative assessment of the bearing after vibration tests was 
performed.

Fig. 1. The idea of the conducted active-passive experiment

The evaluation of the technical condition of the tested bearings 
was determined organoleptically by the technical team. This meth-
od is currently used by the operators. In this case, it is only possi-
ble to detect the degree of bearing disturbances in the noise phase, 
during which audible noise is emitted. This is the only reason why 
the bearing is currently qualified for replacement. However, detec-
tion of the malfunction is difficult at the beginning of this phase due 
to the relatively low noise level emission, especially in the vehicle 
interior. Once the malfunction was detected, vibration measurements 
of the bearing node were recorded under well-defined driving sce-
narios. The research material collected in this way formed the basis 
for further analysis to develop assumptions for diagnosing the bear-
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ing node, eliminating the previous common approach. The developed 
method is to be a part of the CSDS – car self-diagnosis system. The 
user should receive information about bearing malfunctions from the 
vehicle cockpit. 

The measurements were carried out in two test cases. In the first 
one, the vehicle was equipped with a worn bearing located in the sup-
ports of the vehicle drive shaft. In this case, the technical condition of 
the vehicle can be described as technically efficient and inoperative 
[25], i.e. the technical condition at the time instant before the bear-
ing failure resulting from normal wear. Next, vibration measurements 
were conducted after replacing the worn bearing with a new and fully 
operational one. A total of 90 measurements were conducted, vary-
ing with the selected measurement scenarios. Table 1 shows the exact 
distribution of measurement scenarios, additionally highlighting the 
measurement data used for analysis and modeling (white background) 
and validation of results (blue background). 

The most important differences concern the driving speeds of the 
vehicles, which are 40, 60, 80, 90, and 100 km/h, respectively. For 
each speed, 9 measurement series were carried out for both new and 
worn bearings. A single measurement was carried out in three vibra-
tion transmission axes and lasted for 5 s, during which a constant and 
unchanged driving speed was maintained. 

The tests made use of relations resulting from the basic equations 
of technical diagnostics with observation of signals according to the 
implication [9]:

 S U E ZΘ Φ Θ Θ Θ( ) = ( ) ( ) ( )( [ , ,  (1)

where: S(Θ) – signal parameters vector, U(Θ) – state parameters 
vector, E(Θ) – control parameters vector, Z(Θ) – disturbances,  

 Θ – operating ageing measure, Φ – assignment operator.

During the experiment, the authors ensured a constant control vec-
tor E(Θ) comprising the constant driving speed within a given speed 
range (Vc),  single driver driving style (Rs), constant technical condi-

tion of the other driving systems (Ts), quality of road surface (Rq),  as-
new condition of the tire tread (tt), steady tire pressure (tp):

 E V R T R t tc s s q t pΘ( ) =    (2)

The possible influence of the disturbances ( )Z Θ  was minimized 
(mainly atmospheric conditions). Assuming E(Θ)=const., Z(Θ)=const. 
and Z(Θ)=min. the following relation was obtained:

 ( ) ( )SU Θ = Θ  (3)

This means that in order to assess the technical condition of a sys-
tem, one needs to know the vector of the parameters of signals gener-
ated by this system and the influence on the measured signals will 
mainly have the change in the technical condition. Measurements were 
carried out in real traffic conditions, on a straight section of provincial 
road No. 241 (designated as the main road of accelerated traffic in 
Poland) with a length of about 3 km. The technical condition of the 
road is classified as good, characterized by a smooth asphalt surface, 
without visible and perceptible (while driving) road irregularities that 
would be an additional disturbance to the research process. 

3.2. Research object and location of the measuring point
A Renault Kangoo car was used for the tests, the most important 

technical data of the vehicle are presented in Table 2.
The target vehicle component that was focused on during the ex-

perimental testing was the drive shaft, shown in Figure 2. The shaft is 
supported in two places (so-called supports), where SKF rolling bear-
ings type 6006 RS were mounted. The outer diameter of the bearing is 
55 mm, and the inner diameter is 30 mm. 

After the first stage of measurements, the bearings on the supports 
were replaced in order to regenerate the shaft. The worn bearings were 
dismantled to perform an organoleptic examination and qualitative 
evaluation of wear and tear (Figure 3). 

Table 1. Main information about measurement data

Bearing technical condition Measurement series – 5 s each
Vehicle speed [km/h]

40 60 80 90 100

Bad

1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

2 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

3 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

4 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

5 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

6 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

7 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

8 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

9 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Good

1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

2 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

3 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

4 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

5 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

6 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

7 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

8 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

9 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Total = 90 measurement signals
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Based on visual inspection, numerous damages in the form of pit-
ting, scratches and flattening of the major rolling bearing components 
were found, as shown in Figure 3. The bearing components did not 
have a characteristic single crack or defect that could be the primary 
cause of bearing damage. This indicates their general wear from ve-
hicle operation.

3.3. Measuring system and point location
During the measurements, vibration acceleration signals were re-

corded continuously in three directions with a sampling frequency of 
65536 Hz in the frequency range up to 12 kHz. The vibration trans-
ducer was placed in the direct mounting area of the support on the 
differential side of the rear axle, as shown in Figure 4. The transducer 
was located on a flat surface as close as possible to the test bearing. 
This mounting arrangement provided a compromise between vibra-
tion transmission, measured frequency range, and interference. The 
measurements were conducted using a Hottinger Brüel & Kjaer triax-
ial vibration transducer type 4529-B-001 mounted to the vehicle using 
a dedicated magnet washer (Figure 4). 

Fig. 4. Measurement point location

A Hottinger Brüel & Kjaer measurement module, type 3050-A-
060, was used to acquire the measurement data. The measurement set 

prepared in this way allowed for individual control of vibration signal 
acquisition parameters, with synchronous recording and lossless ar-
chiving in digital form.

4. Analysis
In order to identify the vibration phenomena in the frequency do-

main, FFT analyses were performed for the extreme driving speeds. 
The obtained results were transformed from the time domain to the 
frequency domain using FFT analysis [28]:

 [ ] [ ]
1 2 /
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where: X[k] - value of the FFT transform for k-th frequencies in 
the signal (amplitude, phase, complex number), Np – number of 
signal samples, n – signal sample, x – signal value [m/s2], k – 
current frequency (0 Hz to 6.4 kHz).

The analyses were performed with time weighting of Han-
ning window, with an overlap of 66.7%. Based on the obtained 
spectra, the main and dominant range of excited frequencies was 
determined. For this purpose, the effective values of vibration 
accelerations were calculated considering all measurement di-
rections, as in the equation:
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where: N – number of signal samples, ai – i–th signal amplitude of 
vibration acceleration, Py – reference of the data to the measuring di-
rection (P1 – direction X,  P2 – direction Y,  P3 – direction Z), f1 -start 
of the frequency range, f2 – end of frequency range,

Figures 5–8 present the example results of case 4.

Fig. 5. Vibration acceleration spectrum of a faulty bearing node for case 4 at 
40 km/h

Fig. 6. Vibration acceleration spectrum of an efficient bearing node for case 
4 at 40 km/h

The main range of excited frequencies for the bad bearing was in 
the frequency range up to 3.2 kHz. The calculated RMS of vibration 
acceleration filtered in this range was 8.7 m/s2. However, the dominant 

Table 2. Main technical data of the research object

Vehicle brand Renault Kangoo

Combustion engine type 1.9 dCi (direct Common-rail injection)

Drivetrain type 4x4 attached automatically

Power 80 HP (59.66 kW)

Production year 2004

Mileage 300 000 km

Fig. 2. View of the drive shaft and the bearings location

Fig. 3. Wear of the main bearing elements: rolling elements, outer and inner raceways
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range was the 2-2.4 kHz range, for which the vibration acceleration 
was 33% lower compared to the main range. The 3.2-6.4 kHz range 
contained vibration acceleration that was 92% lower. For the good 
bearing, a different proportion of vibration was observed in the dis-
tinguished ranges. The dominant range was the low frequency range 
up to 500 Hz. This range contained 90% of the vibration acceleration 
from the main frequency range. In the case of vibration in the range 
3.2-6.4 Hz, the vibration contribution was similar to that of the bad 
bearing. Moreover, in the 2-2.4 kHz range (dominant for the faulty 
bearing), the total vibration acceleration was 88% lower. 

Similar percentage relations of particular frequency ranges between 
the bad and good case were also observed for the speed of 100 km/h. 
It should be noted that for the good bearing, the low frequency range 
up to 500 Hz did not have a dominant contribution to the acceleration 
in the range up to 3.2 kHz. 

Fig. 7. Vibration acceleration spectrum of a faulty bearing node for case 4 at 
100 km/h

Fig. 8. Vibration acceleration spectrum of an efficient bearing node for case 
4 at 100 km/h

In view of the results obtained, time domain features of vibration 
signal were calculated to develop a diagnostic parameter (also fail-
ure symptom). The most popular and proven measures in machine 
diagnostics were used [9] – root mean square (RMS), kurtosis (K) 
and skewness (S). The RMS value takes more into account the higher 
values of the instantaneous amplitude and is one of the most com-
monly used measures because it is proportional to the process power. 
Kurtosis, on the other hand, is a measure that is based on the density 
of the signal distribution, making it a very good parameter for rolling 
bearing diagnostics [19, 23, 38]. Finally, skewness can most generally 
be defined as a measure of asymmetry with respect to the mean value, 
by which it can also be used for machine fault analysis [20]. These 
measures were calculated according to the following equations [9]:
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where: N – number of signal samples, ai – i-th signal amplitude of 
vibration acceleration. 

The above calculations were preceded by performing a combina-
tion of signal filtering. A total of 9 band-pass filters were created, of 
which 7 were associated with narrow frequency ranges up to 1000 Hz 
(NFR), and 2 were associated with wide frequency ranges (WFR). 
A schematic of the calculations along with the developed bandpass 
filters is shown in Figure 9.

Fig. 9. Procedure for calculating time domain features of vibration accelera-
tion signals

A total of 243 time domain features of vibration signal were ob-
tained for each pass. The results thus obtained provided input to the 
problem of condition classification using machine learning in the 
form of decision trees. They are used to determine the affiliation of 
the results to classes of the qualitative dependent variable based on 
measurements of explanatory variables - predictors.

Decision tree is a graphical representation of recursive partition-
ing of a set of observations. This partitioning involved searching the 
feature space for all possible divisions of the dataset into two parts, 
so that at each successive step the division that results in the most 
strongly separated subsets is selected. Binary trees of the CART type 
were used in this analysis. The criteria for automatically stopping tree 
growth were based on a minimum number of objects in a leaf equal 
to 1.

In the analyses presented here, the qualitative dependent variable 
(categorical variable) classes were assigned a diagnostic condition 
(good/bad) and individual time domain features of vibration signal 
were assigned as explanatory variables (continuous variables). The 
algorithm used in the tree construction divided the classes in a way 
that minimized the prediction error (the least squares method). Figure 
10 shows the division resulting from the decision tree analysis.

Fig. 10. Decision tree with selected diagnostic parameter

The use of a decision tree allowed the extraction of relevant meas-
ures, given the classes adopted. The best distribution of results ac-
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cording to the condition was obtained using the RMS value from the 
vertical direction Z in the frequency range 3.2-6.4 kHz for the speed 
of 100 km/h. The value of the measure in the division of observations 
is 1.36 m/s2 (Dv) for the damage cases analyzed. Thus, the performed 
analysis indicates that the differentiation of observations sets is most 
effective in higher frequency ranges in addition to the previously de-
fined main ranges of dynamic excitations. The relative relationships 
between the Dv value and the mean values of the diagnostic parameter 
are shown in Figure 11. 

Fig. 11. Relationship between the Dv value and the mean values of the diag-
nostic parameter

The selected measure RMS(Z, WFR2, 100) will be used as a diagnos-
tic parameter for the bearings technical condition. Considering only 
the vertical direction Z is the basis for reducing the applied vibration 
transducer from triaxial to uniaxial, which will affect the unit cost of 
the system. The results of RMS(Z, WFR2, 100) against the background of 
the studied cases are presented in Figure 12.

The spread of the data for a good bearing is about 0.02 m/s2, and 
for a bad bearing it is 10 times larger, i.e. about 0.2 m/s2.  The me-
dian parameter for the faulty bearing is 2.66 m/s2, and for the efficient 
bearing it is 97% smaller (0.08 m/s2). Pearson correlation coefficient 
was calculated between the speed and RMS(Z, WFR2, 100), according to 
the equation:

 ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )2 21

1 1
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N Ni i ii i
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− −
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∑
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where: N – sample size, x, y – the individual sample points indexed 
with i, x , y  – sample mean.

The resulting Pearson correlation coefficient was  
r (V, RMS(Z, WFR2, 100))=0,98 which shows a strong correlation with 
driving speed. 

For the developed parameter RMS(Z, WFR2, 100) the authors created 
models for the assessment of the technical state of the bearings. A 
total of four different regression models were examined, including 
the polynomial, gaussian and exponential ones. Figure 13 presents the 
above-mentioned models.

Fig. 13. The developed regression models of the parameter RMS(Z, WFR2, 100) of 
a faulty bearing as a function of driving speed. 

The equations of the models are shown below:

 1 0.03464 0.64108polyf x= − −  (10)
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1 1.0312e x
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The regression models must be subjected to statistical valida-
tion. The models were validated by determining a series of sta-
tistical data. First, the fitness level of the models to the actual 
data was determined. For this reason, a coefficient of determina-
tion R2 was obtained. In order to determine the significance of 
individual coefficients of regression, the authors proposed the 
following hypotheses:

 0 : 0jH β =  (14)

 1 : 0jH β ≠  (15)

Rejecting H0 signifies that authors have statistical grounds 
to state that there exists a correlation between the dependent 
variable and at least one independent variable. For the testing of 
the hypotheses related to the determination of the statistical sig-

nificance of individual coefficients of regression, the authors used a 
t-Student distribution. In the investigations, the authors adopted a sta-
tistical significance on the level of α=0.05. The results of the statisti-
cal analysis including root mean square error (RMSE) and coefficient 
of determination (R2) of each model have been presented in Table 3.

When analyzing the results in Table 3, the authors have observed 
that all the models respectively, contained statistically insignificant 
coefficients, which is why these models were eliminated from further 
investigations. The authors assumed that they would select a model 
of regression, for which the coefficient of determination is equal or 
greater than 0.90, has the lowest RMSE value out of all the models and 
its model coefficients are statistically significant. Such assumptions 
are met by the models gauss1 and poly2. The obtained coefficients 
indicate these models can accurately forecast the data. Finally, the 
authors selected the poly2 model.

Fig. 12. The value of RMS(Z, WFR2, 100) parameter for the extreme driving speed cases 
studied (left) with statistical visualization of the results (right)
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5. Validation of the diagnostic parameter model
The validation of the developed model was based on the results for 

intermediate driving speeds, i.e. 60 km/h and 90 km/h. The measure-
ments were carried out in the same way as for the remaining speeds, 
by making 9 series. For these speeds, RMS(Z, WFR2, 100) parameter value 
was predicted using equation (11). The results as a function of driving 
speed are shown in Figure 14.  

Fig. 14. The value of RMS(Z, WFR2, 100) parameter as a function of speed to-
gether with validation data

For the data obtained, the prediction error (PE) was calculated ac-
cording to the equation:

 , ,

, ,

a i m i

m i j

x x
PE

x
−

=  (16)

where: xa – the value of RMS(Z, WFR2, 100)  from measurements,  
xm – estimated value of RMS(Z, WFR2, 100) from the model, i – i-th meas-
urement. 

The results of the statistical analysis of the prediction error (PE) are 
shown in Figure 15.

Fig. 15. Prediction error results for individual driving speeds

The largest prediction errors in model validation are for speeds of 
60 km/h and in the range of 0.2–9.9%. For the 90 km/h validation 
speed, the error range was 0.2–1.2% with a single case of extreme ob-
servation error of 3.6%. The prediction error range of the model when 
all data (baseline and validation) were considered in the category of 
non-outlier observations 0.2–10.3%. Individually, an error of 13.0% 

defined as an outlier was observed. Figure 16 shows the mean predic-
tion error for a given speed.

Fig. 16. Mean prediction error as a function of driving speed

As can be seen from the data presented in Figure 16, the mean 
prediction error is smallest for the two highest driving speeds, being 
1-1.6%. The presented results are therefore an additional motivation 
to carry out diagnostic tests of the bearing condition at 100 km/h.

6. Diagnostic parameter limit value
In the next stage of the work, the evaluation criteria for the de-

veloped diagnostic parameter RMS(Z, WFR2, 100) were established. The 
number of bearing node conditions Wp was determined based on a 
three-value condition assessment using the following classes [9, 25]:

 W w w wp n= { }1 1 0, ,  (17)

where: pW  – set of technical conditions for traction transmission di-
agnostics, 1w  - class of good technical conditions, 1

nw  - class of aver-
age technical conditions (permissible), 0w  – class of bad technical 
conditions. The 1w  technical condition means that the value of the di-
agnostic parameter y did not reach and did not exceed the upper limit 
value Sg. The 0w  technical condition is reached when the value of a 
diagnostic parameter reaches or exceeds the limit value. In contrast, 
an unacceptable condition 1

nw  means that the diagnostic parameter 
has reached or exceeded the down limit value but has not reached the 
upper limit value. The relationship between the diagnostic parameter 
and the conditions can be represented as follows:

 ( )
1

, 2,1 00  Z WFRRMS Sg w≤ →  (18)

 ( )
1

, 2,1 00  nZ WFRSg RMS Sd w> ≥ →  (19) 

 ( )
0

, 2,1 00  Z WFRRMS Sg w≥ →  (20) 

Continued operation of an object that has reached a condition 0w  
is not economically, technically and environmentally advisable.

Table 3. Statistical analysis results of the models of the parameter RMS(Z, WFR2, 100)

 poly1 gauss1 poly2 exp1

RMSE 0.171 0.0668 0.0668 0.3

R2 0.965 0.995 0.995 0.888

Estimated  
coefficient 

in model (EC)
EC p-value EC p-value EC p-value EC p-value

1st coefficient 0.03464 1.0686E-19 2.6848 5.9872E-36 -0.00041154 1.6124E-11 0.44513 1.1543E-06

2nd coefficient -0.64108 1.5056E-06 98.35 7.3189E-32 0.09108 5.604E-16 0.01858 6.2325E-11

3rd coefficient – – 49.632 6.5052E-24 -2.31107 3.5702E-14 – –
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Due to the availability of data related to the damaged bearing, it 
was decided to use an upper limit value estimation method based on 
the mean pre-failure value of the symptom. Upper limit value (also 
breakdown value) (Sg) and down limit value (also alarm value) (Sd) 
was determined according to equations:

 Sg x kw= − σ  (21) 

 Sd Sg k= − σ  (22) 

where: Sg – upper limit value of diagnostic parameter Sd – down limit 
value of diagnostic parameter, wx  – mean failure value of a diagnos-
tic parameter, k – degradation factor. The factor k=3 was selected a 
priori.

With a large set of pre-failure data, the Cempel method [8], which 
is a modification of the Neyman-Pearson method [9, 10], is recom-
mended for determining evaluation criteria. In this method, an accept-
able level of unnecessary overhauls is assumed when determining the 
upper limit value  A [8, 43]. An erroneous overhaul decision will oc-
cur when the diagnostic parameter of an object in a serviceable condi-
tion exceeds the value of Sg. The total probability of such an event is 
equal to the product of the readiness factor P(z) and the probability of 
exceeding Sg in a good technical condition [9].

The calculated upper limit value and down limit value are respec-
tively Sg=2,52 m/s2 and Sd=2,37 m/s2. These are shown against the 
results obtained in Figure 17. The majority (8/9 cases) of the values of 
diagnostic parameter RMS(Z, WFR2, 100) for the bad technical condition 
of the bearings is above the upper limit value  Sg, which indicates the 
correct classification into the condition 0w  due to the actual technical 
condition confirmed by the vision tests. When the results of the new 
bearing are related to the upper limit value, it can be observed that 
they represent 3.5% of its value.

Fig. 17. Upper limit value and down limit value against measurement results

The algorithm for diagnosing the drive shaft is shown in Figure 18.
The diagnostic algorithm assumes first of all monitoring the cur-

rent driving speed. In the case of detection of reaching the speed of 
100 km/h, a five-second measurement of vibration accelerations from 
the bearing node is triggered. This measurement should be synchro-
nous with the measurement of the driving speed in order to be able 
to assess the condition of a constant driving speed. The steady speed 
is met when the speed standard deviation is less than 2 km/h. After 
meeting the assumed requirements, the value of the diagnostic param-
eter RMS(Z, WFR2, 100) is calculated and compared with the evaluation 
criteria. Exceeding the upper limit value is equivalent to displaying a 
message to the driver to replace the bearing. If the down limit value is 
exceeded, the driver is informed of the need to purchase a new bear-
ing for its later replacement. Moreover, the information related to the 
monitoring of the diagnostic parameter can be used as input data for 
the maintenance systems of technical objects, taking into account the 
results of the risk analysis [16].

7. Summary and conclusions
Based on the study, an effective tool was developed to evaluate the 

technical condition of bearings in the drive shaft support of a passen-
ger car. The use of vibration signal for technical diagnostics of bear-
ings is well known, but most of the work is carried out in steady-state 
conditions using stationary machines (e.g., production machines). In 
this case, the distinctive feature of the present work is carrying out ex-
perimental tests on a vehicle (based on the assumptions of the active-
passive experiment) in real conditions. This makes it possible to effec-
tively implement the developed diagnosis algorithm as a component 
of a broader, comprehensive car self-diagnostic system called CSDS. 
The assumptions of the CSDS system are related to the absolution of 
the concept of OBD systems by diagnosing the key elements from the 
point of view of driving safety and vehicle service cost planning.

In the presented method, the key issue was to identify the frequen-
cy distribution of the vibration acceleration signal. On its basis, a set 
of filters and time domain features of vibration signal was created 
to describe vibration phenomena in order to select the most sensi-
tive diagnostic parameter to the change of technical condition. For 
this purpose, the decision tree algorithm was used to extract relevant 
measures due to the adopted classes of technical condition. The se-
lected diagnostic parameter is the RMS value measured at 100 km/h 
in a wide frequency range beyond 3.2 kHz, i.e. outside the main vibra-
tion range resulting from the vehicle dynamic phenomena. It is worth 
noting that for other speeds, it is also possible to adapt the selected 
diagnostic process. Next, the parameter evaluation criteria were de-
termined by calculating the upper limit values and down limit values. 
The main purpose of the developed diagnostic algorithm is to inform 
the user of the vehicle about the necessity of bearing replacement or 
to alert the driver to impending damage (wear) and the need to plan 
for the purchase of a new bearing.

In future research directions, the authors will focus on developing 
a full speed range for the diagnostic process. In addition, the goal is to 
implement this type of tool into a number of other on-board diagnostic 
subsystems, which is not associated with high costs, and can bring 

Fig. 18. The algorithm for diagnosing the drive shaft bearing
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tangible benefits of quickly responding to impending malfunctions of 
elements susceptible to wear in a road vehicle.
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